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It is well known that we utilize internalized representations (or schemas) to direct our eyes
when exploring visual stimuli. Interestingly, our schemas for human faces are known to
reflect systematic differences that are consistent with one’s level of racial prejudice.
However, whether one’s level or type of racial prejudice can differentially regulate
how we visually explore faces that are the target of prejudice is currently unknown.
Here, White participants varying in their level of implicit or explicit prejudice viewed
Black faces and White faces (with the latter serving as a control) while having their
gaze behaviour recorded with an eye-tracker. The results show that, regardless of
prejudice type (i.e., implicit or explicit), participants high in racial prejudice examine
faces differently than those low in racial prejudice. Specifically, individuals high in
explicit racial prejudice were more likely to fixate on the mouth region of Black faces
when compared to individuals low in explicit prejudice, and exhibited less consistency
in their scanning of faces irrespective of race. On the other hand, individuals high in
implicit racial prejudice tended to focus on the region between the eyes, regardless of
face race. It therefore seems that racial prejudice guides target-race specific patterns of
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looking behaviour, and may also contribute to general patterns of looking behaviour when
visually exploring human faces.

Keywords: Eye movements; Implicit prejudice; Explicit prejudice; Human faces;
Racial bias.

Active vision is characterized by the sampling of visual information through eye
movements. During fixations—brief periods of time where the eyes remain rela-
tively stable—information from the fixated region is processed. High visual acuity
is limited to the small foveal region of the visual field. Therefore, to acquire high
quality visual input from different regions, the eyes are rapidly moved from one
region to another by saccadic eye movements. In active vision, it has been repeat-
edly shown that visual attention is usually directed to the location of fixation (e.g.,
Findlay & Gilchrist, 2003; Henderson, 2007). In contrast, during passive vision
(which is achieved mostly under laboratory conditions), visual attention can be
shifted without moving the eyes (e.g., Posner, 1980).

The deployment of fixations during extended viewing involves a calculated
exploration of stimulus features largely guided by automatic processes, as well as
controlled (or “voluntary”) processes that involve the viewer’s expectancies of
where to find useful information (e.g., Borji & Itti, 2014; Henderson, 2007). Rel-
evant to the current study, it is well known that during free-viewing of faces (i.e.,
viewing that is largely exploratory in nature), humans (specifically, Westerners)
deploy fixation sequences that generally follow a T-like pattern between the eyes,
nose, and mouth, with a tendency to fixate more on the eyes (e.g., Blais, Jack,
Scheepers, Fiset, & Caldara, 2008; Henderson, Williams, & Falk, 2005; Janik,
Wellens, Goldberg, & Dell’Osso, 1978; Walker-Smith, Gale, & Findlay, 1977).
However, it is still unknown whether internal biases of the observer, such as
racial prejudice in particular, can lead to differential fixation patterns or scanning
sequences (collectively referred to as “looking behaviour”) during the free-
viewing of faces that are the target of prejudice. The current study is therefore
aimed at exploring whether or not different levels of racial prejudice (either implicit
or explicit) can play a role in shaping how White observers look at Black faces.

We begin with a brief background review of the theoretical and empirical
motivations that lead us to ask the question stated above, followed by a more
detailed development of the primary and secondary questions addressed in the
current study.

Looking behaviour is guided by schemas

It is largely accepted that during the active scanning of a wide variety of visual
stimuli, we use internalized referents, commonly referred to as schemas (i.e., gen-
eralized semantic and spatial knowledge built up through previous experience), to
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guide our looking behaviour (Callan, Ferguson, & Bindemann, 2013; Hayhoe &
Ballard, 2005; Tatler, Hayhoe, Land, & Ballard, 2011; for a detailed review see
Land, 2009). Specifically, the majority of what we fixate during free-viewing of a
given environment (or when viewing is guided by a specific task, such as during
encoding for later recognition or action planning) can be directed by our expec-
tations and memories of where to find useful information (Hannula et al., 2010;
Malcolm & Henderson, 2010; Võ, Zwickel, & Schneider, 2010). Such a strategy
has been likened to perception as a schema-guided “hypothesis” about what is
being perceived, with our subsequent fixations acting to gather information in
order to “test” that hypothesis (Friston, Adams, Perrinet, & Breakspear, 2012;
Gregory, 1980). As noted earlier, when free-viewing faces, Western observers
tend to follow a schematized viewing strategy that produces a T-like pattern (e.g.,
eyes, nose, and mouth), whereas Easterners tend to fixate more on the nose (e.g.,
Blais, et al., 2008; Caldara, Zhou, & Miellet, 2010). Further, when Whites free-
viewWhite and Black faces simultaneously (i.e., intergroup context stimulus para-
digm), a similar schematized pattern is observed, but with more of an emphasis
placed on the eyes of White faces stimuli (Kawakami et al., 2014, Experiment 1).

Influence of stereotyping and prejudice on schema driven
looking behaviour

Previous research has shown that racial prejudice can modulate schematized (or
stereotypic1) representations of faces that are the target of prejudice (e.g.,
Dotsch, Wigboldus, Langner, & van Knippenberg 2008; Horry & Wright, 2009;
Hugenberg & Bodenhausen, 2003, 2004). For example, Dotsch and colleagues
(2008) used a classification image analysis paradigm where participants viewed
two copies of a constant averaged face (i.e., a “base face”) that either had
visual noise added or subtracted from it, and were asked to choose the face that
looked “more Moroccan” on a trial-by-trial basis. The average of all base-face-
in-noise-images selected on each trial as “more Moroccan” was taken to
produce a stereotypical classification image (see Dotsch et al., 2008 for further
details). Classification images produced by high-prejudice participants were inde-
pendently rated as highly criminal looking and low in perceived trustworthiness,
with the opposite true for classification images yielded by low-prejudice partici-
pants. While it has been demonstrated that racial prejudice can influence facial
stereotypes (as noted above), it is currently unknown whether such influences
can modify how viewers look at faces that are the target of prejudice. Work
exists showing that differential forms of racial prejudice can influence eye move-
ments at a very coarse level, specifically in the form of the shifting of overt atten-
tion between faces that are and are not the target of racial prejudice. For instance,
when engaged in a mock interview paradigm, participants low in implicit

1Note that schemas and stereotypes can be used synonymously in the current study.
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prejudice tend to spend more time making visual contact with Black participants
(compared to White participants), while those high in implicit prejudice show no
difference in visual contact with either race (Dovidio, Kawakami, Johnson,
Johnson, & Howard, 1997). Further, though less directly related, individuals
who are highly extrinsically motivated to respond without prejudice tend to
engage in early (possibly automated) attentional deployment to Black face
stimuli as assessed through eye-tracking or in dot-probe paradigms (Bean et al.,
2012; Richeson & Trawalter, 2008; Trawalter, Todd, Baird, & Richeson, 2008).
Still, such influences speak more directly to global shifts of overt attention via
eye movements, and do not speak to whether specific exploratory fixation patterns
can be influenced by racial prejudice when viewing different race faces.

The current study

Taken together, previous research suggests that our looking behaviours in general
are guided by schematic representations, and that face perception in particular can
be influenced by stereotyping and prejudice. However, there currently exists a sur-
prising gap in our knowledge concerning whether prejudiced individuals will look
at Black faces differently than at White faces. The current study was therefore
aimed at filling the gap.

Concerning the role of schema guided looking behaviour, there exists a wealth
of eye-tracking literature reporting that such representations can act on the direc-
tion of eye movements through a dynamic interplay of both automatic and con-
trolled (i.e., voluntary) processes (e.g., Callan et al., 2013; Hayhoe & Ballard,
2005; Henderson & Pierce, 2008; Kayser, Nielsen, & Logothetis, 2006; Tatler
et al., 2011; Land, 2009), with more automatic processes active early in visual
exploration (Tatler, Gilchrist, & Rusted, 2003), and being driven more by stimu-
lus features. Specifically, Pannasch, Helmert, Roth, Herbold, and Walter (2008)
report evidence that suggests the first two seconds of visual inspection largely
involves automatic processes, whereas the later interval of 4–6 s involves
viewing behaviour that is predominantly controlled by voluntary processes. In
terms of face perception, a similar automated vs. voluntary trade-off has been
observed whereby participants extrinsically motivated to control prejudice
engage in early coarse overt attention deployment (assessed via eye-tracking)
to Black face stimuli, with a later deployment to White face stimuli (Bean
et al., 2012). Thus, should racial stereotypes play a role in informing the auto-
mated and voluntary control processes that direct eye movements, one might
expect to find differential fixation strategies associated with each, possibly disso-
ciated as a function of viewing time. Exactly how those automated and voluntary
strategies are expressed may be related to the different forms by which racial
prejudice is held and exhibited by the observer. Specifically, we know from
decades of research in social cognition that implicit and explicit (or automatic
and controlled, respectively) components of prejudice can lead to different
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downstream consequences (e.g., Devine, 1989; Dovidio & Gaertner, 1998;
Dovidio, et al., 1997; Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Greenwald, McGhee, &
Schwartz, 1998). Additionally, neuroimaging research has shown separable
brain signals associated with automated expressions of prejudice compared to
more voluntary and controlled expressions of prejudice (e.g., Cunningham
et al., 2004; Ito & Bartholow, 2009; Phelps et al., 2000), suggesting the involve-
ment of different neural networks underlying implicit and explicit prejudice.
Given that eye-movement behaviour can be differentially directed by automatic
and controlled processes, it is possible that differences in looking behaviour
over viewing time may be observed between individuals high in implicit preju-
dice compared to those high in explicit prejudice. Thus, as a secondary aim of
the current study, we sought to explore whether implicit and explicit prejudiced
looking behaviour is separable as a function of viewing time.

In sum, the current study addresses the above questions by recording the eye
movements of White participants varying in their level of implicit or explicit
prejudice while free-viewing different race faces. Our specific questions involve
examining exploratory looking behaviour along its three primary dimensions,
namely fixation location patterns and scanning sequences, and are as follows:

(1) Do overall patterned fixation differences between participants (i.e., explora-
tory fixation on specific parts of Black faces among Whites) vary as a func-
tion of the observer’s level and type of racial prejudice?

(2) Are the fixation differences associated with high implicit or explicit preju-
dice separable over viewing time?

(3) Whereas the first two overarching questions explore the locations where
Whites fixate on Black target faces, the third overarching question concerns
the consistency of how Whites scan Black faces as a function of racial
prejudice. That is, do differently prejudiced Whites scan different exem-
plars of Black faces in a sequentially consistent fashion?

We chose a free-viewing paradigm since it is likely to produce automated as
well as voluntary viewing strategies (e.g., Fischer, Graupner, Velichkovsky, &
Pannasch, 2013; but see Tatler et al., 2011 for critical remarks). For simplicity,
we focused the current investigation on racial prejudice of Whites against
Blacks. Our primary stimulus set therefore consisted of images of a range of
Black faces. We also included White faces as a control, and Asian faces to help
protect the study’s cover story, which was described as a general face perception
experiment. For our analysis, we examined fixation behaviours at two different
levels. The first level of analysis pertained to patterned fixation biases. Specifi-
cally, we examined whether differently prejudiced individuals vary in their fix-
ation patterns (i.e., whether certain facial regions were fixated longer and/or
more frequently than others). The second level of analysis pertained to the
global fixation strategies. That is, we examined whether differently prejudiced
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individuals would show divergent scanning behaviour (i.e., the sequence of fix-
ations from one facial region to the next) dependent on level and type of racial
prejudice.

METHOD

Apparatus

All stimuli were presented on a 21 inch Viewsonic (G225fB) monitor driven by a
dual core Intel® processor (1.33GHz × 2). Maximum luminance output of the
display monitor was 100 cd/m2, the frame rate was set to 85 Hz, and the resolution
was set to 1024 × 768 pixels. The monitor was viewed at a distance of 91.5 cm.
Head position was maintained with an SR Research chin and forehead rest.

Gaze fixations were sampled monocularly at 1 kHz using an SR Research Ltd
EyeLink 1000 infrared remote eye-tracking system with on-line detection of sac-
cades and fixations. The EyeLink desktop mount (camera and illuminator) system
was driven by a dual core Intel® processor (1.33GHz × 2). The desktop mount was
situated in front of the stimulus display monitor (out of direct view) 52 cm from
the participants. Fixation location measurement accuracy was better than 0.5° of
visual angle. Saccades were identified by deflections in eye position in excess of
0.1°, with a minimum velocity of 30°/s and a minimum acceleration of 8000°/s2,
maintained for at least 4 ms.

Participants

Sixty-nine White volunteers (40 female, Mage = 18.7, all naïve to the purpose of
the study and its measurements) from Colgate University participated in the exper-
iment. All had normal (or corrected to normal) vision and were compensated for
their participation. The current study conformed to the ethical standards of the
Federal Code of Regulations Title 45 (Public Welfare) and Department of
Health and Humans Services, Part 46 (Protection of Human Subjects). All exper-
imental and consent procedures were reviewed and approved by Colgate Univer-
sity’s Institutional Review Board. Institutional Review Board-approved informed
written consent was obtained from each participant.

Experiment materials

Twenty-four colour images of whole human faces exhibiting a neutral expression
were gathered from the Colgate Face Database (details about the database can be
found at http://psych.colgate.edu/~bchansen/VPL/BCH%20Lab%20CFDB.
html). Faces were selected from three different racial groups (eight faces per
group: Asian, Black, and White, four female and four male for each group).
The inclusion of White and Asian faces enabled us to explore whether any
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observed fixation biases for the Black face stimulus set were specific to differences
in racial prejudice, and specific to that stimulus set. All face stimuli subtended
∼14.3° × 10° of visual angle, and all within race stimuli were aligned in space
according to the primary facial features (i.e., eyes, nose, and mouth). Lastly, the
face stimuli were looking forward in the direction of the participant.

Implicit prejudice was assessed using the Implicit Association Test (IAT) fol-
lowing the original procedure described by Greenwald et al. (1998), and explicit
prejudice was assessed with the Quick Discrimination Index (QDI; Ponterotto
et al., 1995; Utsey & Ponterotto, 1999). The IAT version used here was the stan-
dard seven-block Black-White/Good-Bad IAT, and consisted of a computer run
assessment of the strength of automatic associations and followed exactly the
testing protocol utilized by the Harvard Project Implicit website (see Greenwald,
Nosek, & Banaji, 2003 for details regarding the scoring algorithm). The QDI is a
self-report measure that assesses attitudes toward racial equality and gender
equity; it is composed of three subscales: general attitudes towards racial diversity;
affective and personal attitudes as they pertain to racial contact; and attitudes
regarding women’s equity (Ponterotto, et al., 1995; Utsey & Ponterotto, 1999).
While the QDI consists of 30 items, each utilizing a 5-point rating self-report
scale, only items pertaining to cognitive and affective attitudes towards racial
diversity were analyzed (16 items in total). All 16 QDI items were coded such
that more prejudiced responses contributed to larger overall scores.2 It is important
to note that the QDI measures attitudes toward racial diversity in general and thus
not specifically attitudes towards African Americans. We chose to use this
measure as it allows for a safeguard against respondents’ feeling that they were
being specifically queried about Black-White prejudice and possibly tempering
their responses as a result: race relations between Blacks and Whites is an
especially sensitive topic at the university where this study took place). Neverthe-
less, as detailed in Note 2, the primary difference between the QDI and IAT in the
current study concerned explicit versus implicit measurement of anti-Black bias,
and not some other substantive difference such as anti-Black bias versus attitudes
toward diversity in general.

2To assess whether the QDI is related to an explicit measure more directly analogous to the IAT in
terms of face validity, we also collected data from a separate sample of participants recruited through
Amazon MTurk (n = 100). Three explicit items were used to assess relative preference for Whites over
Blacks (i.e., analogous to the IAT): (1) “Which statement best describes you?” (1 = “I strongly prefer
Blacks to Whites” to 7 = “I strongly prefer Whites to Blacks”), (2) “Please rate how warm or cold your
feelings are toward the following: Blacks” (1 = “Very cold” to 7 = “Very warm”), and (3) “Please rate
how warm or cold your feelings are toward the following: Whites” (1 = “Very cold” to 7 = “Very
warm”). The response to the second item was subtracted from the third to create a difference indexing
relative preference of Whites over Blacks. The QDI score was computed as described above (α = .89,m
= 2.45, SD = .68). We found that the QDI was strongly related to item 1 above (r = .48, p < .001) and to
the item 3 minus item 2 differential (r = .43, p < .001). Thus, we can be assured that the primary differ-
ence between the QDI and IAT in our study concerned explicit versus implicit measurement and not
some other substantive difference.
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Experimental procedure and analysis

All participants completed the QDI as part of a mass pre-screening session which
contained several other questionnaires not associated with the current experiment.
Experimental sessions for each participant began with a 9-point calibration of the
eye-tracking system. Following the successful calibration, participants viewed all
24 faces in random order; each single face image was shown for 7 s while partici-
pant eye movements were recorded. Between each image, participants had to
fixate a single fixation dot in order to perform a drift check that ensures accuracy
of calibration. Prior to the experimental sessions, all participants were told that the
study investigated how humans encode faces using viewing strategies. They were
told that both the 9-point calibration and face viewing session were necessary to
calibrate the eye-tracker. Participants were asked to simply look at each face as
they would if examining a photograph of a person’s face (i.e., free-viewing,
though not completely without task). Once the eye-tracking session was complete,
participants were moved to a different computer where they completed the IAT.
The IAT was described as a further calibration procedure to assess typical categ-
orization response speeds on a participant-by-participant basis. That is, partici-
pants were lead to believe that all “calibration” procedures (the 9-point
calibration, face viewing session, and the IAT) were necessary in order to correctly
measure their behaviour in a subsequent face perception study (which, unknown
to the participants, would never take place).

Once each participant completed the IAT, (s)he was debriefed as to the actual
purpose of the study (i.e., including the fact that the face viewing session, IAT, and
previously completed QDI were the actual experiment). All participants were
queried about the purpose of the study (including the “calibration” procedures)
and none reported being aware of its goal or that the “calibration” procedures
were the actual experiment.

Raw eye movement data were preprocessed by removing the first fixation of
each trial as it would likely be substantially prolonged due to the image onset
(e.g., Pannasch, Schulz, & Velichkovsky, 2011), fixations with durations of less
than 40 ms, fixations around eye-blinks, and fixations outside the presentation
screen. This preprocessing ensures that only valid eye movements are considered
for further testing (e.g., Holmqvist et al., 2011). Following the preprocessing, fix-
ation data from each participant were separated into “low prejudice” or “high
prejudice” groups based on each participant’s score from the IAT or QDI. For
example, for a given participant’s data to qualify as being a part of the “low”
implicit prejudice group, that person’s IAT score had to fall within the lowest
33.3% of all observed IAT scores. Alternatively, for a given participant’s data to
qualify as being a part of the “high” implicit prejudice group, that person’s IAT
score had to fall within the highest 33.3% of all observed IAT scores. The same
data sorting procedure was used to split data into explicit “low” and “high” preju-
dice groups based on the QDI.
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Subsequently, gaze fixation location data for each prejudice group were ana-
lyzed using in-house MATLAB (R2011b) code developed from the iMap algor-
ithm (Caldara & Miellet, 2011; Miellet, Lao, & Caldara, 2014). The application
of the iMap algorithm follows a two-step process: across-participant-averaged
duration-weighted fixation heat maps are created, followed by the generation of
statistically significant duration-weighted difference maps (i.e., statistically vali-
dated maps of fixation differences).3 What follows is a brief account of the oper-
ations involved in each step (see Caldara & Miellet, 2011 for further details). To
create a given duration-weighted heat map for each participant, all fixations were
mapped across the entire 7 s viewing period to a single matrix and normalized by
the maximum fixation duration in milliseconds. Thus, the initial heat maps consist
of pixel locations containing the weighted duration of each fixation and were then
smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of .5° of visual angle
to account for the error due to the eye-tracker accuracy. Next, within the respective
group (low or high prejudice, IAT or QDI), all participant duration-weighted fix-
ation maps were summed together and normalized (i.e., converted to Z-scores) for
each stimulus race set, resulting in group duration-weighted fixation heat maps for
White and Black faces (see Figure 1). Therefore, all faces within our stimulus set
were aligned in image space with respect to the eyes, nose, and mouth in order to
generate composite heat maps across all faces within a set for each participant. It’s
worth noting that, due to the face stimuli available to us, the crucial features were
not aligned across face race image sets, and so cross-race statistical significance
testing could not be performed (see Caldara & Miellet, 2011 for further details).
In order to minimize any influences caused by sporadic fixations, random fixation
heat maps were generated for each participant (constrained to the face region).
Specifically, for each participant and face stimulus, a fixed number of randomly

3One alternative to this sorting method (which amounts to dropping participant data in the middle
one-third of either the IAT or QDI) is to weight the heat maps (see text for further details) according to
participant prejudice level (i.e., “low” or “high”) within each type (i.e., implicit or explicit) using the
scores measured by the IAT or QDI. Thus, different duration weighted heat maps could be created for
each face race set for each prejudice measure using all participant data (as opposed to the top and
bottom one-third only). Using the IAT as an example, a set of “high” implicit prejudice heat maps
could be created whereby all participants’ heat maps (Black face set and White face set) were weighted
by their corresponding IAT score. Therefore, participants with higher (i.e., more prejudiced) IAT scores
would contribute more to an averaged heat map compared to those participants with lower IAT scores.
For the “low” implicit prejudice heat maps, all participants’ heat maps could be weighted by 1.0 minus
their IATscore. Thus, participants with lower (i.e., less prejudiced) IATscores would contribute more to
an averaged heat map compared to those participants with higher IATscores. The same procedure could
be carried out for the explicit measure of prejudice (QDI), with the exception that all QDI scores would
be normalized to the maximum possible score (i.e., 80) for the 16 QDI items utilized in the current
study. We ran this analysis and observed results that were virtually identical to those with the
bottom and top one-third split method described in the text. Since the weighting method could not
be applied to all analyses reported in the current study, we chose to only report results from the
bottom and top one-third splits for the sake of simplicity.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the iMap algorithm for generating statistically-validated patterned fixation bias
maps for participants classified as high or low in implicit racial prejudice (note that the explicit bias maps
were generated in an identical manner). The example given here is for the Black face stimulus condition.
Along the top row are the weighted fixation “heat maps”, with “low” prejudiced participants’ heat map on
the left, and “high” prejudiced participants’ heat map on the right (the brighter the heat map region, the stron-
ger the bias for fixating that region). The heat maps have been superimposed on a reference face that was
generated using FantaMorph (version 4) to morph all faces within the Black face condition (i.e., a
morphed “average”). Note that while the morphed faces shown above have the hair and ears removed, par-
ticipants actually viewed individual faces with those features included. Once Z-scored heat maps were gen-
erated for each level of prejudice, the Z-scored high prejudice heat map was subtracted (pixel-by-pixel) from
the Z-scored low prejudice heat map, with the resulting difference map Z-scored (brighter regions indicate low
prejudice fixation biases, with darker regions indicating high prejudice fixation biases). A statistical threshold
(here Zcrit = |4.25|; p < .001) is set, and only pixel Z-scores beyond the criterion are preserved (not shown here,
refer to text for further detail).
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positioned fixations were generated (using the number of fixations that participant
produced when viewing that face). In order to assign random fixation durations to
each randomly positioned fixation, we randomly sampled (without replacement) a
fixation duration from that participant’s fixation data for that face and randomly
assigned it to one of the randomly placed fixations. The random duration-weighted
heat maps were then subtracted from each of participant’s duration-weighted heat
maps described above. This additional step ensures that fixations that can be
explained by chance are excluded from the iMap analysis. Finally, duration-
weighted fixation heat maps for high prejudice were subtracted from low preju-
dice—either for IAT or QDI—to create fixation statistical difference maps, with
the differences converted to Z-scores (Zcrit = |4.25|; p < .001). Clusters of statisti-
cally significant fixation differences were determined using a cluster analysis that
grouped fixation differences (i.e., bias due to prejudice level) beyond Zcrit (for
further details see Chauvin, Worsley, Schyns, Arguin, & Gosselin, 2005).

The second level of analyses was focused on whether different levels (low vs.
high) and types (implicit vs. explicit) of racial prejudice would lead to divergent
scanning behaviour (i.e., the sequence of fixations from one facial region to the
next). Therefore, we employed the ScanMatch algorithm (Cristino, Mathot,
Theeuwes, & Gilchrist, 2010) which evaluates the spatial and temporal similarity
of fixation sequences. This analysis tells us whether participants with a certain
level of prejudice engage in more or less similar scanning strategies when explor-
ing Black or White faces.

Thepreprocessing andgrouping of eyemovement datawas the same as described
in the iMap analysis. Using the ScanMatch algorithm inMATLAB, letter sequences
were created, retaining fixation location, time and order information for each indi-
vidual face inspection. Pairs of these sequences are then compared using theNeedle-
man-Wunsch algorithm (Needleman&Wunsch, 1970) tofind the optimal alignment
between a pair. The correspondence between two sequences is expressed by a nor-
malized similarity score (normalized between 0 [no correspondence] and 1 [identi-
cal]). In order to calculate the similarity scores, we initially created region of interest
(ROI) maps for the four different face templates (i.e., IAT Black, IAT White, QDI
Black, and QDI White). The ROIs were derived from the four normalized fixation
bias maps shown in Figure 3 (see Results for details regarding Figure 3). ROIs
were defined in a data-driven manner by tracing the contours between the different
biasedfixation regions. Thus, a givenROIwould consist of a location on a given face
template thatwasfixated longer andmore frequently by either lowor high prejudiced
individuals. EachROIwithin a givenmapwas codedwith a unique number, with the
background (i.e., the area surrounding the face) coded with a single unique number.
The rationale here is that we were not concerned with coding where on the back-
ground participants fixated, just that they had fixated a non-face region. For the tem-
poral binning we used 50 ms as it has been demonstrated to give the most accurate
sampling across awide variety offixationdurations (seeCristino et al., 2010, p. 693).
To clarify,within a givenfixation sequence, afixationwith a duration of 85mswould
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be counted only once while a fixation of 200 ms would be counted four times. Fur-
thermore, we used a gap penalty of “0” because it has been shown to facilitate an
optimal global alignment of fixation sequences (see Cristino et al., 2010, p. 695).

Using ScanMatch, we ran pairwise comparisons to examine whether partici-
pants viewed one Black face in the same way they viewed another Black face.
We also did this with the White target faces. Finally, as we did with the iMAP ana-
lyses, we split participants up by their prejudice levels, to examine whether high or
low prejudice participants were more consistent in the way they viewed target
faces within the same race.

RESULTS

Participant IAT and QDI scores are plotted against one another in Figure 2. We
were unable to obtain QDI data from one participant. That participant’s eye-track-
ing data were therefore not included in any of the analyses described below. The
mean and median IAT score (i.e., D) was 0.55 and 0.56, respectively (lowest one-
third IAT score D = 0.25, SD = 0.15, n = 22; highest one-third IAT score D = 0.82,

Figure 2. Within-subject IAT and QDI scores (with IAT on the x-axis and QDI on the y-axis). Axes histo-
grams show the distribution of scores for each prejudice measure (both are well fit by a Gaussian curve with
skewness and kurtosis parameters close to zero). The scatter plot has been split (solid black lines) at the
median score for the IAT and QDI. Scores that fall within each of the four quadrants are plotted with different
symbols (lower left: open circles; upper left: open triangles; upper right: open squares; lower right: open dia-
monds). The median splits shown correspond to the boundaries used in the prejudice sub-type analysis
described later.
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SD = 0.12, n = 22). The mean and median QDI score for the 16 racial items was
39.07 and 39, with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.835 (lowest one-third QDI score M =
30.3, SD = 3.8; highest one-third QDI score M = 47.6, SD = 3.9). The correlation
between the IAT and QDI was .13 (p = .27). It is not uncommon for implicit and
explicit measures of socially sensitive topics such as prejudice to be weakly or not
at all correlated (Nosek, 2005).

Fixation patterns as a function of racial prejudice

To explore our first question concerning the region of Black target faces that
Whites fixate on as a function of racial prejudice, we used the patterned fixation
biases analysis (iMap Analysis) described above. Figure 3 shows the statistically
significant fixation bias pattern maps (i.e., difference maps illustrated in Figure 1)
between low racial prejudice (LRP) and high racial prejudice (HRP) eye-tracking
data (top panel: IAT; bottom panel: QDI) for the Black face stimulus set, as well as
the White face stimulus set. The light grey blobs circumscribed in white indicate
regions fixated significantly more by LRP participants (Zcrit = 4.25; p < .001), with
the dark grey blobs circumscribed in black showing regions significantly fixated
more by HRP participants (Zcrit = –4.25; p < .001).

The results of the iMap analysis clearly show HRP individuals (implicit or
explicit) have a significantly different fixation bias pattern when compared to
LRP participants. Regarding the differences between implicit HRP and LRP
groups (Figure 3, top panels), HRP participants exhibited a statistically significant
fixation bias pattern focused on the region between the eyes, but this difference
was present regardless of face race. On the other hand, implicit LRP participants
exhibited a significant fixation bias pattern focused on the mouth, regardless of
face race. As a follow-up analysis, we examined the extent to which the fixation
bias patterns mentioned above (and illustrated in Figure 3) correlated with IAT-
weighted fixation maps. IAT-weighted fixation maps were generated by weighting
each participant’s fixation within the across-participant heat map with their corre-
sponding IAT score. The result was then convolved with the difference maps used
to create Figure 3 using a cross-correlation function and a convolution window
consisting of 100 × 100 pixels. The coefficients within the significant regions
shown in Figure 3 were then averaged. The region between the eyes yielded an
average R2 = 0.56 (SD = .10), p < 1e–20 for HRP participants viewing White
faces, and R2 = 0.47 (SD = .11), p < 1e–20 for HRP participants viewing Black
faces. The mouth region yielded an average R2 = 0.51 (SD = .05), p < 1e–20 for
LRP participants viewing White faces, and R2 = 0.36 (SD = .14), p < 1e–20 for
LRP participants viewing Black faces.

Regarding the explicit racial prejudice results, the target’s eyes show the same
trend observed between the implicit prejudice groups, but explicit HRP partici-
pants produced a prominent bias at the mouth region for the Black face stimulus
set but not for White faces (Figure 3 bottom panels). Using the same cross-
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correlation analysis described above (but with QDI-weighted fixation maps), the
mouth region yielded an average R2 = 0.13 (SD = .03), p < 1e–20 for HRP partici-
pants viewing White faces and, crucially, R2 = 0.61 (SD = .02), p < 1e–20 for HRP
participants viewing Black faces.

Figure 3. Patterned fixation bias maps for both measures of racial prejudice for Black (left column) and
White (right column) faces. For clarity, only the statistically significant Z-scored duration and prejudice
level-weighted bias (Zcrit = |4.25|; p < .001) fixations are shown. Dark grey regions circumscribed in black
show fixation locations viewed significantly more by HRP participants. Light grey regions circumscribed
in white show fixation locations viewed significantly more by LRP participants. The data have been super-
imposed on reference faces that were generated using FantaMorph (version 4) to morph all faces within
the Black face condition (i.e., a morphed “average”) on the left and all faces within the White face condition
on the right.
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To sum up so far, implicit HRP participants exhibit a significant tendency to
fixate on the region between the eyes, while implicit LRP participants yielded a
significant tendency to fixate on the mouth region. However, the implicit HRP
bias was not specific to Black target faces: the same bias was present in the
White face stimulus set. On the other hand, explicit HRP participants produced
a large significant fixation bias within the mouth region of Black faces. Further,
the fixation bias patterns were different for implicit HRP participants compared
to explicit HRP participants. As a supplementary test of the generality of the
implicit prejudice biases and the specificity of the explicit prejudice biases, we
ran the iMap analysis on our Asian face stimulus set. It is important to note that
while the QDI allows for differences between explicit LRP and HRP participants
to be attributed to generalized prejudice against ethnic minorities, our implicit
measure was only designed to test for White-Black prejudice and thus differences
in fixation biases between LRP and HRP participants with Asian targets can only
be attributed to general differences between high and low prejudiced individuals
and not to anti-Asian prejudice per se. The results of the iMap analysis are shown
in Figure 4.

The results of the Asian face analysis show that implicit HRP participants again
demonstrate a statistically significant fixation bias to the region between the eyes,
whereas the explicit HRP participants do not show a statistically significant fix-
ation bias to the mouth. We will address the implications of these findings in
the Discussion section.

Finally, while it was not the focus of the current study, we also examined bias
maps produced by face stimuli within each stimulus race set as a function of
stimulus gender (e.g., Black female faces, Black male faces, White female

Figure 4. Patterned fixation bias maps for both measures of racial prejudice for Asian faces. The layout and
format of the maps is identical to that described in Figure 3.
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faces, and White male faces) and found results that were virtually identical to
those reported in Figure 3). It would also be interesting to run the above analysis
as a function of participant gender, but the design of the current study did not
allow examining such gender effects.

Fixation pattern biases across time

To answer our second broad question concerning whether fixation differences
vary as a function of prejudice across the viewing window, we set out to
explore the LRP and HRP fixation bias pattern maps during different time
windows across the majority of the trial viewing period in order to determine
when the fixation biases discussed above occurred. In addition to revealing differ-
ences by prejudice level across time, this analysis can also reveal whether implicit
and explicit prejudice is expressed through eye movements during different
windows of time. We therefore repeated the same procedures for constructing
the fixation bias maps used to construct Figure 3, except that those procedures
were applied to fixation data that fell within three sequential two-second intervals
(e.g., 0–2, 2–4, and 4–6 seconds of trial viewing time, see Pannasch et al., 2008).
The results of the iMap analysis are shown in Figure 5. Starting first with the
implicit prejudice bias maps (i.e., Figure 5A), the HRP tendency to fixate the
region between the eyes is present within the first two seconds of viewing (regard-
less of face race) and persists into the 2–4 second time bin (which is more apparent
in the White face stimulus set). It therefore appears that the between-the-eyes bias
is an early viewing strategy taken by HRP participants that is prominent within the
first two seconds of face viewing time and lasts up to four seconds. What also
arises from the current analysis is that the nose of the Black face stimulus set is
fixated more prominently by HRP weighted participants than LRP participants
within the first two seconds of viewing time and gives way to an almost complete
reversal within the 2–4 second viewing period. Lastly, virtually no prejudice
specific fixation biases are evident in the 4–6 second viewing period. Thus, the
HRP bias observed in Figure 3 (top row) are expressed very early in the
viewing period (within the first two seconds) and persisted for up to four
seconds of viewing time. Additionally, a face race specific effect is observed by
HRP participants in that the nose of the Black face set was fixated much more pro-
minently within the first two seconds only.

Regarding the explicit time-resolved prejudice bias maps (i.e., Figure 5B), the
tendency for HRP participants to fixate the mouth region for the Black face stimu-
lus set is present within the first two seconds of viewing time and persists across
the rest of stimulus duration. This suggests that it is a viewing bias that is early and
stable for lengthy durations. The modest between-the-eyes region bias for Black
face stimuli is not prominent during any of the temporal windows, suggesting it
was a bias that was gradually built up across the entire viewing session. Lastly,
as in the implicit prejudice temporal analysis, there is a tendency for explicit
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Figure 5. Patterned fixation bias maps for both measures of racial prejudice during three sequential two-
second trials viewing periods. The layout and format of the maps is identical to that described in Figure 3.
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HRP participants to fixate the nose of the Black face stimulus set in the first two
seconds, with HRP participants producing a nose region bias. Thus, the HRP
mouth bias for Black faces observed in Figure 3 (bottom row) is expressed very
early in the viewing period (within the first two seconds), with an additional
bias to more prominently fixate the nose in the first two seconds of viewing
time. We will return to the implications of these findings in the Discussion section.

Consistency of scanning sequences within race: Comparison
for spatio-temporal similarity (ScanMatch analysis)

The third and last major question we explored concerned whether there are any
significant differences in how participants varying in either implicit or explicit
prejudice sequentially fixate Black faces: whether racial prejudice influences the
consistency of the pattern one follows when viewing different images of Black
faces. To do this, we submitted participant eye-tracking data to the ScanMatch
analysis described in the Method section. Since the iMap analysis showed simi-
larities in regional fixation biases between Black faces and White faces, we also
submitted the White face dataset to the ScanMatch analysis. The obtained simi-
larity scores were entered into a 2 (prejudice type: explicit, implicit) × 2 (face
race: Black, White) × 2 (prejudice level: low, high) mixed effects repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with prejudice type and face race
serving as within-subjects factors and prejudice level serving as the between-sub-
jects factor. The results yielded significant main effects for face race, F(1,14) =
4.59, p = .05, revealing a higher similarity for White faces. There was also a
main effect for prejudice group, F(1,14) = 9.10, p < .01, such that scanning simi-
larity was larger for subjects with a low level prejudice, but no significant main
effect for prejudice type, F(1,14) = 2.95, p =. 108. However, this was qualified
by a significant interaction of prejudice type × prejudice level, F(1,14) = 11.30,
p < .001 (Figure 6C). That is, when scan pattern similarity is split by the level
of prejudice (i.e., low vs. high), there are larger differences between explicit
LRP and HRP participants (see Figure 6B), with virtually no difference
between implicit HRP and LRP participants (across stimulus face race, see
Figure 6A). Thus, low explicit prejudice, low implicit prejudice, and high implicit
prejudice participants all exhibited consistent viewing patterns irrespective of
target race, whereas high explicit prejudice participants appeared less consistent
in the way they scan faces, again irrespective of target race. The generality of
this finding was confirmed by comparing (independent samples t-test) explicit
HRP and LRP participants for the Asian face trials: scanning similarity was
again higher for low level prejudice participants (p < .01).

In order to examine the prejudice type × prejudice level interaction with respect
to stimulus face race, post-hoc two-way mixed effects ANOVAs were run on the
prejudice type × prejudice level interaction separately for each stimulus face race.
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The results of the post-hoc ANOVAs yielded interactions that trended toward sig-
nificance for Black faces, F(1,14) = 4.21, p = 0.05, η2 = 0.231, and reached sig-
nificance for White faces F(1,14) = 8.15, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.368. Accordingly, the
interaction supports the notion that prejudice type and prejudice level may lead to
differences in face scanning behaviour.

It therefore seems that while our explicit HRP participants employed a deter-
mined fixation region bias when viewing Black faces (e.g., the mouth region),
they engage in less consistent scanning sequences regardless of face race: they
are relatively less consistent in scanning faces in general.

Patterned fixation biases for different prejudice sub-types

Having explored our major questions concerning how prejudice influences the
viewing of Black target faces, we conducted supplemental analyses concerning
fixation biases as a function of different combinations of implicit and explicit
bias (e.g., “aversive racists” who are known to harbour implicit biases while dis-
avowing any bias explicitly; Dovidio & Gaertner, 1998). We therefore grouped
participants into four separate quadrants based on the IAT and QDI scores (as
shown in Figure 2: splitting by the median IAT and QDI score), which resulted
in sample sizes of: n = 19 for the bottom left quadrant (“low” implicit and
“low” explicit prejudice); n = 15 for the top left quadrant (“low” implicit and
“high” explicit prejudice; n = 17 for the top right quadrant (“high” implicit and
“high” explicit prejudice); and n = 17 for the bottom right quadrant (“high”

Figure 6. Similarity of viewing behaviour for participants with implicit (A) and explicit (P) LRP and HRP.
The interaction of prejudice type (implicit vs. explicit) and level (low vs. high) is shown in panel C. The error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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implicit and “low” explicit prejudice). Grouping participants in this way allowed
for six comparisons in total. Note that we set our iMap analysis to only identify
regions fixated differently (i.e., LRP vs. HRP) at p < 0.001, which falls below
the 0.05 Bonferroni corrected p-value of 0.008 for multiple comparisons. Partici-
pant duration-weighted heat maps and statistically validated difference maps (i.e.,
patterned duration-weighted fixation bias maps) were created in an identical
manner as described previously, with the following exceptions: (1) only partici-
pants with IAT and QDI scores falling within one particular prejudice space quad-
rant were included in a set of heat maps; and (2) statistically validated difference
maps were constructed by differencing Black and White stimulus set heat maps
across two quadrants, within race (e.g., differencing low implicit/low explicit
quadrant from high implicit/high explicit quadrant for both White faces and
Black faces separately). Of the six quadrant comparisons, only three yielded stat-
istically significant bias regions by one quadrant or the other (Zcrit = –4.25; p <
.001). For the sake of simplicity we therefore only report the results from those
quadrant comparisons (Figure 7).

The top panel of Figure 7 shows the resulting statistically validated bias maps
for participants who scored high on both the IAT and QDI (top right quadrant of
prejudice space) compared to participants who scored low on both the IAT and
QDI. Thus, when examining the bias maps for “overall” prejudice (low
implicit/explicit vs. high implicit/explicit), HRP participants exhibit a between-
the-eyes fixation bias and LRP participants exhibit an eyes and mouth fixation
bias (again, regardless of stimulus face race). This is exactly the same pattern
observed in the top panel of Figure 3 (implicit measure duration-weighted bias
maps from all participants). Interestingly, a similar bias pattern is observed in
the middle panel of Figure 7 (low implicit/explicit vs. high implicit/low explicit).
The bottom panel of Figure 7 (low implicit/explicit vs. low implicit/ high explicit),
however, shows the mouth bias for the Black face stimulus set observed in the
bottom panel of Figure 3 (explicit measure duration-weighted bias maps from
all participants). Thus, the quadrants of the prejudice space that are likely produ-
cing the between-the-eyes fixation bias come from referencing minimally preju-
diced participants (low in both implicit and explicit prejudice) to any other
quadrant in that space (i.e., high in implicit, explicit, or both). However, the
mouth bias for the Black face stimulus set appears to be localized within the
left two quadrants (i.e., low implicit and explicit vs. low implicit/high explicit).
In other words, it appears that high explicit prejudice drives the tendency to
fixate on the mouth region of Black faces, whereas high prejudice of any type
may account for a lower probability to fixate the eyes of Black, as well as
White faces. We will return to the implications of these findings in the Discussion
section.

In order to provide a more traditional representation of the data shown in
Figures 3–5 and 7, we ran an analysis of the duration-weighted fixation frequen-
cies within traditional ROIs (entire eye region, entire nose region, etc.) that
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contained statistically significant differences as indicated by the iMap analyses
reported above. The results of those analyses were virtually identical to the
iMap analysis results, and are reported as Supplementary Material.

Figure 7. Patterned fixation bias maps created by subtracting duration-weighted heat maps from two preju-
dice space quadrants for Black (left column) and White (right column) faces. The layout and format of the
maps is identical to that described in Figure 3. The schematic boxes to the left indicate from which prejudice
space quadrant the comparisons were made. Heat maps from the dark grey quadrants (HRP for implicit, expli-
cit, or both) were always subtracted from the light grey quadrant heat maps (LRP for both implicit and explicit
prejudice). That is, for the top panel, HRP implicit and explicit heat maps were subtracted from LRP implicit
and explicit. For the middle panel, HRP impact/LRP explicit was subtracted from LRP implicit and explicit.
Lastly, for the bottom panel, HRP explicit/LRP implicit was subtracted from LRP implicit and explicit.
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DISCUSSION

The current study set out to explore whether human participants varying in their
level and type of racial prejudice would exhibit different exploratory looking
behaviours when examining Black faces. Specifically, we were interested in estab-
lishing: (1) whether there would be different exploratory fixation behaviours
between individuals classified as either low or high in racial prejudice (as well
as between individuals classified as possessing high implicit or explicit prejudice);
(2) whether such differences would vary across viewing time; and (3) whether
prejudice influences the consistency with which one scans different exemplars
of Black faces. The results revealed that individuals higher in racial prejudice
exhibited exploratory looking behaviour differences that were specific not only
to level of prejudice, but also prejudice type (i.e., implicit vs. explicit). Specifi-
cally, individuals high in explicit racial prejudice were more likely to fixate on
the mouth region of Black faces (compared to low explicitly prejudiced individ-
uals), and this bias was observed within the first two seconds of viewing time
and persisted across the entire viewing duration. The ScanMatch analysis revealed
that explicit HRP participants exhibited less consistency in the way they visually
scan Asian, Black, or White faces when compared to explicit LRP participants
(and implicit LRP and HRP participants). On the other hand, individuals high
in implicit racial prejudice were more likely to fixate on the region between the
eyes, whereas those low in implicit prejudice focused more on the mouth
region. However, a similar trend in fixation bias was observed for White faces,
as well as Asian faces (but note the caveats raised earlier for the Asian face set
analysis). Additionally, the tendency for implicit HRP participants to fixate the
region between the eyes was observed within the first two seconds of viewing
time, and persisted through four seconds, but was absent in the later two
seconds of viewing time. Finally, the ScanMatch analysis did not yield any signifi-
cant differences related to how implicit LRP or HRP participants scanned faces of
any race.

One of the more interesting facets of this study comes from the pattern bias
iMap analysis which showed a tendency for explicitly HRP individuals to
exhibit a prominent fixation bias at the mouth for Black faces. Additionally, the
mouth region bias appeared as early as the first two seconds of viewing time
and persisted across almost the entire viewing period for Black face stimuli.
This region bias is interesting to note because the mouth region (lips in particular),
has been identified by previous research as a region that stereotypically differen-
tiates Blacks from other racial groups (e.g., Blair, Judd, & Chapleau, 2004; Eber-
hardt, Davies, Purdie-Vaughns, & Johnson, 2006). Further, the lower likelihood to
fixate stereotypic features by individuals lower in prejudice is consistent with evi-
dence that motivation can influence automatic stereotyping and perception (e.g.,
Balcetis & Dunning, 2006; Sinclair & Kunda, 1999), and adds an important
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caveat to the view that stereotyping is automatic and uncontrollable among both
low and high prejudice individuals alike for processes that mostly occur outside of
conscious control, such as visual perception (Devine, 1989; Bargh, Chen, &
Burrows, 1996), since only high prejudice individuals in the current studies exhib-
ited this “mouth bias”. Additionally, the mouth bias was not observed for Asian
faces, and was much smaller in terms of area covered for White faces, further
suggesting that fixation on the mouth among explicitly prejudiced participants
was a function of stereotypic processing. Nevertheless, we must interpret this
finding with some caution, as the mouth region bias (Figure 3) was mostly pro-
duced by participants who were low in implicit prejudice but high in explicit
prejudice (Figure 7).

Conversely, the pattern bias iMap analysis for implicit prejudice was mixed.
That is, while implicit HRP participants focused more on the region between
the eyes when compared to implicit LRP participants, that difference was
observed regardless of target race (e.g., Asian, Black, or White face stimuli).
Moreover, that bias was observed to take place starting within the first two
seconds of viewing time, persisted up to four seconds, and did not require the
addition of explicit prejudice. Thus, while we did observe a significant difference
in the fixation pattern biases between implicit LRP and HRP participants, that
difference was not specific to any of the face races we examined here. The lack
of a difference in fixation bias across face race may have resulted from our
single face presentation paradigm. That is, recent work by Kawakami and col-
leagues (2014) argues that intergroup context stimulus paradigms (i.e., two differ-
ent race faces presented side-by-side) may make for a more salient stimulus
scenario, thereby increasing the likelihood to find fixation differences at critical
facial features. One possible extension of the current study would be to
examine the role of racial prejudice when viewing faces in an intergroup
context. An alternative possibility may be that the IAT is not sensitive enough
to detect differences in fixation behaviour, as indicated by the current debate sur-
rounding its small effect size to predict a wide variety of prejudiced behaviours
(e.g., Oswald, Mitchell, Blanton, Jaccard, & Tetlock, 2013, 2015; but see Green-
wald, Banaji, & Nosek, 2015, on the effect of selection criteria on effect size esti-
mates and on the potential societal importance of small effects). Nevertheless, the
tendency of implicit HRP participants to fixate the region between the eyes is com-
pelling in its consistency across several face races, and in its contrast to the mouth
region bias observed with explicit HRP participants.

It is worth noting that the statistical tendency of implicit HRP participants to
exhibit similarities in fixation patterns across stimulus race do bear some resem-
blance to a similar tendency of participants to exhibit fixation pattern consistencies
across stimulus race recently reported in the own-race-bias literature (e.g., Blais
et al., 2008; Caldara et al., 2010; Hills & Pake, 2013; but see Fu, Hu, Wang,
Quinn, & Lee, 2012; Goldinger, He, & Papesh, 2009; Kawakami, et al., 2014,
Experiment 3; Wu, Laeng, & Magnussen, 2012). It is important to note that the
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patterns we observe here (e.g., bias to the region between the eyes) and those
recently reported in the own-race-bias literature are not the same, and we would
not expect them to be, as our participants engaged in free-viewing and were
grouped according to racial prejudice. Further, since we did not have a recognition
task (which would recruit fixations indicative of encoding processes for later rec-
ognition), we cannot directly connect our current results to the own-race-bias.
However, it’s still interesting to note that the tendency to take on a consistent
viewing strategy regardless of face race has been observed before. Hills and
Pake (2013) suggest that such a strategy, in an own-race bias context (and in
the absence of measured prejudice), may reflect the internal representation of
faces as it relates to the face-space model proposed by Valentine and colleagues
(i.e., Valentine, 1991; Valentine & Endo, 1992), a model that has gained signifi-
cant support in the face adaptation literature (see Webster & Macleod, 2011 for
a review). As Hills and Pake (2013) note, such a model would predict the use
of facial features that allow for efficient discrimination between encountered
faces, and recent eye-tracking studies in face perception have argued that fixations
around but not directly on the eyes may capture the most optimal cues for face
recognition (e.g., Hsiao & Cottrell, 2008; Peterson & Eckstein, 2012). Thus,
the between-the-eyes bias may allow for the integration of a larger number of
face features (eyes, nose and mouth features), which would suggest that implicit
HRP individuals utilize a more optimized strategy for face identification.

Conversely, the between-the-eyes bias could be indicative of implicit HRP
individuals being generally less likely to initially engage (or process) others on
an individual level (e.g., Frischen, Bayliss, & Tipper, 2007). That is, implicit
HRP participants may be less concerned with features, such as the eyes, that
are critical for individuating faces or engaging with others on a more personal
level (e.g., Frischen et al., 2007; Kawakami et al., 2014; Kleinke, 1986; McKelvie,
1976; Sekuler, Caspar, Gold, & Bennett, 2004; Vinette, Gosselin, & Schyns,
2004), and might reflect that those individuals may take on a generalized face-
as-object (as opposed to face as an individual) approach to visually exploring a
given new face identity when first encountered.

A final account of the implicit HRP bias, not necessarily mutually exclusive
from the above, is that previous research has established that prejudice is associ-
ated with lower levels of empathy (e.g., Stephan & Finlay, 1999). Thus, it is con-
ceivable that reduced fixation of the features related to face identification by those
high implicit in prejudice is mediated by empathy. While we do not have the data
to test for the three accounts given above, all would be worthy targets for future
research.

Although the accounts given above are intriguing, they should be interpreted
with some caution, since fixation location and the direction of attention can be
decoupled (e.g., Posner, 1980). Therefore, it is possible that implicit HRP individ-
uals are overtly fixating on the area between the eyes while covertly directing
attention to individuating features. However, given that our participants could
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freely explore the faces, such a decoupling between fixation location and attention
direction seems unlikely (e.g., Findlay & Gilchrist, 2003; Henderson, 2007). Free
visual exploration, according to the active vision approach, involves covert as well
as overt attention as integral parts of the active vision cycle when fixating items
that are of interest. The fixation act means paying attention to the fixated region
but is supported by covert processes such as peripheral preview for the next fix-
ation location and the processing of global information from the periphery.
Accordingly, covert and overt selection are intrinsically linked with the current
fixation location as the main source of information. This seems reasonable
because redirecting attention overtly by moving the gaze, rather than covertly,
implies that the attended location obtains the immediate benefit of high-resolution
foveal vision. Since eye movements are executed quickly and efficiently, it would
not make sense to rely on covert attention shifts when eye movements are allowed.
However, there is ample evidence that covert attention shifts are possible, but they
require extra effort and are mostly provoked under experimental passive viewing
conditions.4

Nevertheless, further research is needed to rule out this possibility, and to test
the likelihood that implicit HRP individuals are fixating on the same region irre-
spective of target race in order to efficiently discriminate between members of
different racial groups.

Regarding our time-resolved iMap analysis, we did not find clear separable
temporal intervals for fixation pattern biases explained by either implicit or expli-
cit prejudice. For instance, both the between-the-eyes and mouth fixation biases
were observed within the first two seconds of viewing time. It therefore seems
as though both types of prejudice can direct looking behaviour during a time
scale when eye movements are known to be predominantly automated. While
such a finding is not altogether surprising in the context of forms of prejudice
associated with automated expression (i.e., implicit prejudice), it is not what
one would expect for forms of prejudice traditionally associated with more con-
trolled forms of prejudice such as explicit prejudice. However, as alluded to
above, such a finding would be consistent with the notion that motivation can
have an influence on automatic processing and may be expressed here by initially
directing the eyes (and, thus, subsequent processing of the encountered visual
information) towards a stereotypical feature of Black face stimuli. While the
appearance of implicit and explicit prejudice fixation biases in the “automatic
time window” for eye movements is not easily explained, the differences observed
in the latter time windows do show some signs of what one would expect using an
automatic vs. controlled prejudice framework. Specifically, while the between-

4In addition, even if decoupling of fixation and attention is occurring, due to the sampling of differ-
ent face information implicit HRP and LRP individuals would differ regarding the visual information
available overtime. Even the possibility of decoupling should not lead individuals with different levels
of implicit prejudice to have the same visual information and behave similarly over time.
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the-eyes bias persisted into the 2–4 second range, it was absent in the latest
temporal window where the mouth bias was still observed. Further research is cer-
tainly needed to elucidate the relationship between automated and controlled types
of prejudice and their possible expression through automated and voluntary eye
movements.

Finally, the results of the ScanMatch analysis revealed that individuals high in
explicit prejudice were unique in exhibiting less consistent sequence patterns in
the way they scanned Black, as well as White faces relative to explicit LRP,
implicit LRP, and implicit HRP participants. Put another way, explicit LRP and
implicit LRP and HRP participants produced scanning sequences that may
reflect that those individuals were more similarly guided to explore faces in a con-
sistent manner in terms of how specific face information is brought into the system
(eyes before mouth, mouth before nose, etc.), whereas explicit HRP participants
are more varied with respect to their sequential fixation guidance strategy. Further-
more, this lower consistency in scanning strategy did not vary as a function of
stimulus face race, and may therefore reflect differences within larger, more
general, processing capabilities. For example, Hodson and Busseri (2012) recently
reported evidence for a relationship between intelligence and explicit prejudice,
whereby lower levels of general intelligence during childhood predicted higher
levels of explicit racial prejudice during adulthood. What is interesting about
that relationship is that selective overt attention, the type often linked to the direc-
tion of eye movements, is also known to be related to intelligence (e.g., lower
levels of general intelligence being associated with lower levels of attentional
control; Burns, Nettelbeck, & McPherson, 2009; Cowan, Fristoe, Elliot,
Brunner, & Saults, 2006; Schweizer, Moosbrugger, & Goldhammer, 2005), and
mediates differences in information reanalysis and various cognitive interactions
(e.g., Vandeberg, Bouwmeester, Bocanegra, & Zwaan, 2013; von der Malsburg &
Vasishth, 2013). It may therefore be possible that the lower levels of scanning con-
sistency that we observed in our explicit HRP participants reflects a lower level of
general intelligence (or attentional control) on the part of those individuals, and is
expressed through the deployment of intermittent reanalysis scanning sequences
within the viewing duration. Since we did not measure general intelligence or
attentional control capabilities in our study, we can only speculate on those vari-
ables as possible mediators of individual differences in scanning sequences. It
would be interesting, as a follow up, to directly test the possibility that general
intelligence mediates the effect of prejudice on attentional control.

To conclude, the current study found that explicit prejudice may increase the
likelihood of focusing on stereotypic facial features (e.g., the lips of Black
targets) and exhibit a decrease in scanning consistency across face race. The
results also show that while implicitly prejudiced individuals were more likely
to fixate the region between the eyes when compared to individuals low in implicit
prejudice, that strategy was not specific to any face race. Although additional
research will no doubt shed light on additional mediators of these phenomena,
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such as a differential use of an internalized face space, the exact degree of invol-
vement of automated vs. voluntary processes strategies, relative levels of empathy,
or differences in attentional control and general intelligence, the current findings
contribute to our understanding of how racial prejudice may bias visual processing
in such a way that may reinforce stereotypes and facilitate dehumanization.

Supplementary material

Supplementary (Figure 1/content) is available via the Supplemental data for this
article can be accessed here [http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/13506285.2015.1063554]
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